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Traditional Awning
The Traditional Shop Roller blind has been around for many years and it is still a very popular blind with those shop keepers 
who require all year round protection from the elements. 
The construction of the roller housing is in timber which can be prepared and treated according to the customer's 
requirements, this can mean anything from the standard gloss paint finish to varnished hard wood subject to timber 
availability. 
The aluminium roller is spring loaded which allows the fabric to move in windy conditions but at the same time keeping the 
fabric tight. 
The operating irons and wall slide bars are made from steel and are custom made to suit each shop front and finished in 
the customer's choice of colour. 
The traditional shop blind can be supplied in sizes up 6m wide, anything over this would be subject to a special order as the
timber is not readily available in single lengths and may require joining. 
For extra protection we can also fabricate side blinds with or without clear panels built in. 









Full Cassette Awning
This is an enclosed awning where the roller, fabric cover and arms are completely protected and stored in a closed 
cassette when retracted. These awnings are the right choice for exposed installations and for anyone wanting maximum 
protection all year around. The cover fabric will stay cleaner a lot longer if used sensibly.

These awnings can be motorised if required and can be fitted with wind sensors. The wind sensor automatically retracts 
your screens and awning when strong winds are detected, protecting your system from damage.











Semi Cassette Awning
There are varying degrees of protection given by semi cassette awnings as the casings from manufacturers differ in design.
Generally, the protection is given from the top and the front only by an aluminium or steel coverboard. Where complete 
protection is not a requirement such as underneath a soffit these awnings can be useful.





Dutch Awning
The traditional Dutch style canopy will enhance any shop front window and provide valuable protection from the sun’s 
harmful rays. With careful consideration on sign writing and logos the canopy can further enhance the shop front to 
promote your business. A large range of material colours are available as well as PVC covers.
The canopies can be fixed or retractable, manual or electric operation. 
Traditional curved or wedge shapes are available up to 6 metres wide and with a projection of 1.8 metres. Large or small, 
Dutch canopies can be very effective over windows, especially for advertising your business.





Drop Arm Awning
Our drop arm awnings are ideal for either high level windows or windows that receive a low solar profile, requiring a much 
deeper area of shade where other types of awning – such as Dutch awnings or folding arm awnings would simply not be a 
practical solution.
They are especially well suited for commercial applications where branding and sign writing is a particular requirement, 
allowing business owners to make sure their awning captures the attention of their potential customers.





Wedge Awning





Multi Fix Awning





Side Sheets





Awning Recovers
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